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Initial Report: Optional Re-Thinking Opportunity

 Answer five benchmark questions (one concise 
paragraph on each, 2 pages max. in total)
 1. What is the basic problem that the mall and mall 

management are facing?
 2. What kinds of data/data sets do mall managers 

need to access to complete an evidence-based fix of the 
problem?

 3. Where can we find these data sets that we need?
 4. What kinds of GIS analysis can we complete to 

support answering the mall’s basic problem?
 5. How do all these elements come together to 

provide a package of targeted support that will be truly 
helpful for mall management in fixing their problem?

Due via email no later than noon on Friday, 

November 1: murray.rice@unt.edu

Applied Geography Conference, 

Charlotte NC

Tom Dwyer, Senior Vice President, 

Property Valuation, Bank of Hope

Taiwo Jaiyeoba, Director of Planning, 

City of Charlotte

Applied Geography Conference, 

Charlotte NC

This Week’s Business Case Study: 

Wells Fargo Bank

Wells Fargo Banks in D-FW

Do you see any interesting patterns on this map?
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Wells Fargo Banks in D-FW

Do you see any interesting patterns on this map?

What might we do to 

identify location patterns 

on a map like this?

Wells Fargo Banks in D-FW

Bank clusters = good bank markets?

We could try to visually identify larger 

clusters of bank locations…

Wells Fargo Banks in D-FW

Bank clusters = good bank markets?

Or we could use the power of our 

GIS capabilities to identify bank 

location patterns in some objective 

way

Another Way to View… a “Heat Map”

What’s the advantage of a map like this over a dot map?

Compare with a related data set… household incomes

How does the pattern here relate to the other maps?

Week 10

Commercial Structure                                                 

Within the Metropolis
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Inside the Metropolis

 This week’s discussion takes the 

national location ideas of last week 

to a different geographic scale

 Last week: a good basis for understanding 

the forces generating patterns of service 

delivery across the country: the inter-

urban scale

 But what about across a metro area: the 

intra-urban scale?

Brief Trip Back to Last Week

 Before we get to this intra-metro 

focus, a couple of quick ideas from 

last week that we didn’t quite get to

 1. Threshold concept: the minimum 

amount of demand necessary for a given 

store to survive

 2. Range concept: the maximum 

distance that most customers are willing 

to travel to shop in a given store

Brief Trip Back to Last Week

 Threshold and range are big ideas to 

keep in mind as you think about 

your semester project problem

 Threshold: how much demand lives in 

the Golden Triangle Mall market area?

 Range: how big is the Golden Triangle 

Mall market area?

 Answers to both really depend on which 

store we are considering…

Now This Week’s Discussion: 

Inside the Metropolis

 Q: think of all the of the different 

retail businesses that exist – which 

ones would you expect to be

 Concentrated in only a few places across 

a city or metropolitan area

 Spread out in many locations across the 

city

 What factors would lead a business 

to locate in one way or the other?

Restaurants in 

Denton

Gas Stations in 

Denton
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Auto Dealers in 

Denton

Auto Dealers in 

D-FW

Restaurants in 

D-FW

Inside the Metropolis

 Another point: spatial arrangements 

of businesses are constantly 

changing as the city itself changes

 Your reading provides some good 

examples of the restructuring and 

change that has been going on in our 

cities for decades

 Maps of Chicago’s urban-commercial 

restructuring from the 1940s-1970s

The Restructuring 

of Retail in 

Chicago

Establishment of a 

ring of suburban 

regional shopping 

centers, 1949-1974

Suburban 

Growth Ring

Central 

City

The Restructuring 

of Retail in 

Chicago

Change in Number 

of Retail 

Establishments, 

1948-1958

Losses Here

Gains Here
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Inside the Metropolis

 Q: what are cities doing to counteract 

this suburbanization trend?

 Are there any cities you know of that are 

doing a particularly good job of developing 

their downtowns?

 What specific kinds of projects are they 

trying to reinvigorate their central cities?

Inside the Metropolis

 While there have been some positive 

developments in our inner cities, 

suburban growth has continued at high 

rates up to today

 This week we explore the complex intra-

urban retail environment as it is evolving 

today

Inside the Metropolis

 Three significant elements define 

the spatial organization of retail 

within the modern metropolis

 1. Population is still clustered around the 

city center, but less so today than 30 

years ago: trend toward urban sprawl and 

the development of “suburban 

downtowns”

Urban Sprawl in D-FW

“Suburban 

Downtowns”

“Traditional 

Downtowns”

Dallas North Tollway & LBJ Irving
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Dallas North Tollway & 121 Southlake Town Center

Inside the Metropolis

 Three significant elements define 

the spatial organization of retail 

within the modern metropolis

 2. Transit lines and expressways 

subdivide the city into residential zones 

that shape retail trade areas

Atlanta, GA

Chicago, IL

Inside the Metropolis

 Three significant elements define 

the spatial organization of retail 

within the modern metropolis

 3. High- and low-income households are 

strongly segregated into distinct sectors of 

the city, with the income groups being 

further subdivided by race
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Dallas, TX: Median 

Household Income

Charlotte, NC: Median 

Household Income

CRESCENT

WEDGE

Inside the Metropolis

 These spatial constraints and 

variations in the market help to 

shape the retail response
 Stores are drawn geographically to the specific 

markets they serve

 However, stores are also usually drawn to cluster 

with other stores, rather than a stand-alone 

location (i.e. a store by itself, with no other stores 

of any kind nearby)

Inside the Metropolis

 Geographers have found it useful to 

classify the retail clusters that have 

emerged in recent years

 1. by morphology or spatial form: point (a 

building), line (stores along a street), area 

(an entire retail district)

 2. by the functional composition of 

business types: what kinds of businesses 

are in the cluster (specialized or general)

Inside the Metropolis

 Geographers have found it useful to 

classify the retail clusters that have 

emerged in recent years

 3. by composition of the market served: 

what identifies the people who shop at a 

particular cluster (upscale, ethnic, etc.)

 4. by ownership and control of the cluster: 

centrally-owned and operated (shopping 

center) vs. diffuse ownership (downtown)

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Q: Can you think of examples of any 

of the four retail cluster types?

 1. Identified by spatial form

 2. Identified by functional composition

 3. Identified by market served

 4. Identified by ownership and control
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Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Although urban evolution has been 

occurring for centuries, the post-

Second World War city brought the 

most radical changes to urban form
 Before WW2, mobility was low and many 

households shopped daily for food

 Nearby food stores were a necessity

 To the extent that people did travel, it was along 

certain routes (public rail transit)

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 In the pre-WW2 city, the downtown 

was dominant
 Location of the convergence of major rail transit 

lines

 Location of highest levels of employment

 Location of entertainment and shopping

 Parallel with Hotelling: retailers capture market 

share by moving to the center (serve entire 

market)

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Post-WW2, things changed
 Surge in automobile purchases and in 

infrastructure construction

 High mobility and a wide-spread desire to travel 

outside the “home community” made the 

development of the shopping mall possible

 from unplanned to planned retail complexes

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Planned centers (shopping malls) 

have

 Altered consumer spatial behavior

 Changed patterns of access to goods and 

services within cities

 Facilitated the growth of the retail chain

 Affected the roles of the downtown and retail 

strips

 Spurred the development of further alternate 

retail forms: big box shopping

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Shopping centers changed the 

“ground rules” of retailing
 Unplanned centers evolve over time with market 

fluctuations – incremental adjustments with the 

coming and going of individual stores and 

buildings

 Planned centers change more dramatically: they 

appear, exist in a given form for years, then may

undergo dramatic modifications

Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall
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Hotel

Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall

Water Park

Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall

Submarine 

Rides

Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall

Ice Rink

Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall

Amusement 

Park

Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall
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Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall

Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall

Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall

Phase 1

Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall
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Phase 1

Phase 2

Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall

Phase 1

Phase 2Phase 3

Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall

Phase 1

Phase 2Phase 3

Phase 4

Extreme Example: West Edmonton Mall

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Shopping centers changed the 

“ground rules” of retailing

 Planned shopping centers have limits built 

in: a neighborhood “strip mall”-type center 

will never have department stores and 

serve a region

 A downtown can adjust and grow: a small 

downtown can evolve as its city grows 

from minor to major status

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 The relative predictability of the mall 

environment is attractive for large 

retail businesses

 Mall management can control every 

element of the facility – who gets in 

(people, businesses) and what happens

 Chains can have an easier time predicting 

sales volumes and profits in such a setting 

– use this capability to select which malls

are right for them

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Four eras of shopping center 

development
 1. “Consequent” development (1950s): residential 

development occurs, then a mall might follow 

(malls gaining status)

 2. “Simultaneous” development (1960s): the 

housing and the mall were built at the same time, 

reflecting coordination of planning (malls are 

accepted)
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Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Four eras of shopping center 

development
 3. “Catalytic” development (early 1970s): mall 

viewed as a “growth pole” that would spur further 

residential development (malls built even before 

houses)

 4. “Evolutionary” development (1980s and on): 

not just stores, but entertainment centers and 

tourist attractions, and now even the stores are 

changing (big box)

In Suburban Minneapolis, MN

Others have developed the “four eras in shopping mall development” 

further to acknowledge even more stages, but the overall idea is 

similar in both schemes

Source: Lorch and Hernandez, 2008
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Source: Lorch and Hernandez, 2008

Pre-1945

Others have developed the “four eras in shopping mall development” 

further to acknowledge even more stages, but the overall idea is 

similar in both schemes

Source: Lorch and Hernandez, 2008

1950s

Others have developed the “four eras in shopping mall development” 

further to acknowledge even more stages, but the overall idea is 

similar in both schemes

Source: Lorch and Hernandez, 2008

1960s

Others have developed the “four eras in shopping mall development” 

further to acknowledge even more stages, but the overall idea is 

similar in both schemes

Source: Lorch and Hernandez, 2008

1970s

Others have developed the “four eras in shopping mall development” 

further to acknowledge even more stages, but the overall idea is 

similar in both schemes

Source: Lorch and Hernandez, 2008

1980s

Others have developed the “four eras in shopping mall development” 

further to acknowledge even more stages, but the overall idea is 

similar in both schemes

Source: Lorch and Hernandez, 2008

1990s

Others have developed the “four eras in shopping mall development” 

further to acknowledge even more stages, but the overall idea is 

similar in both schemes
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Source: Lorch and Hernandez, 2008

2000s

Others have developed the “four eras in shopping mall development” 

further to acknowledge even more stages, but the overall idea is 

similar in both schemes

"Rental retail" models and the quest for 

experiences are trends likely to drive changes at 

stores and shopping centers in the coming 

years, a survey from shopping center developer 

Westfield Group has found.

"Retailers have to be brave and innovative, 

identifying what shoppers will want in the future 

by offering genuine value to create an 

experience that cannot exist online," said Myf

Ryan, a Westfield marketing director.

Here’s an example of shopping 

mall status in Denver

Which malls are thriving, and which are not?

Q: What do you notice 

about the geography of 

malls in this map? What 

is the geography of 

“dominant” malls?

Flatiron Crossing

Westminster Mall

Colorado Mills

Former 
Cinderella City 
Mall

Cherry Creek 
Shopping 
Center

Streets at SouthGlenn

Southwest Plaza 
Mall

Belmar Town Center at 
Aurora

Park Meadows 
Mall

Town Center at Aurora

 Occupancy: 83%

 Sales: $300/square foot

 Renovated in 2004

 Houses many local merchants that tend 

to pay less than national chains
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Cherry Creek Shopping 

Center

 Occupancy: 96%

 Sales: $760/square foot

 Has 40 high-end, national stores such as 

Neiman Marcus and Tiffany & Co. that 

are not found elsewhere in Colorado

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Despite their importance, malls are 

only one component in the intra-urban 

retail system

 Another element needing 

consideration: specialty retail

 Restaurant/bar/entertainment districts

 Fashion districts

 Tourism-related retail areas – gifts, souvenirs

 Automobile dealerships

Toronto: Entertainment 

District

Toronto: Entertainment 

District

Toronto: Entertainment 

District

Toronto: Entertainment 

District
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Beverly Hills: Rodeo 

Drive

Beverly Hills: Rodeo 

Drive

Beverly Hills: Rodeo 

Drive

Beverly Hills: Rodeo 

Drive

Niagara Falls: Tourist-

Oriented Retail

Niagara Falls: Tourist-

Oriented Retail
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Niagara Falls: Tourist-

Oriented Retail

Niagara Falls: Tourist-

Oriented Retail

Las Vegas:              

“The Strip”

Las Vegas:              

“The Strip”

Las Vegas:              

“The Strip”

Las Vegas:              

“The Strip”
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Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Distinct spatial behaviors in specialty 

retail

 Some specialty retailers tend to be dispersed

 Example: merchants offering highly 

specialized products for a widely dispersed 

customer base (coin/stamp shops, flag 

stores, model trains, military memorabilia)

 No need for clustering because their product 

is “one of a kind”: their customers will come 

to them, wherever they are

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Distinct spatial behaviors in specialty 

retail

 Other specialty retailers cluster because their 

customers overlap and can combine visits

 Examples:

 Broadway in New York City (entertainment)

 Pike Place Market in Seattle (food/crafts)

 Stockyards in Fort Worth (tourism/historic theme)

 Quincy Market in Boston (tourism/historic)

 Q: can you think of others?

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Distinct spatial behaviors in specialty 

retail

 Another example of this clustering behavior, 

found in many cities, is the “auto mall”

 Many auto dealerships, not necessarily 

connected by ownership, locating in a single, 

planned space

 Each dealer gains business because of the 

overall drawing power of the group: a true 

retail destination Fremont, CA

Fremont, CA Syracuse, NY
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Syracuse, NY Calgary, Alberta

Calgary, Alberta

An “informal” grouping 

of dealerships: not 

centrally-owned or 

planned, but still very much 

intentional and beneficial to 

the group members

Dallas, TX:        

Lemmon Ave Corridor

Sewell Lexus

Park Place Motorcars 

& Park Place Porsche

Sewell Infiniti

Subaru of Dallas
Park Place Maserati 

Bentley

John Eagle Aston Martin

Sewell Cadillac

Dallas, TX:        

Lemmon Ave Corridor

John Eagle Honda

Park Cities Ford

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 So what about the downtown today?

 A combination of all of the kinds of retail 

clusters you can identify

 The highest order unplanned center, 

serving the entire metro area

 Usually encompasses a variety of 

specialized retail districts
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Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 So what about the downtown today?

 Also usually includes planned shopping 

facilities

 Sometimes: large, regional centers (stand-

alone)

 Almost always: smaller centers integrated into 

an office development (more local in scope –

targeting the nearby office market)

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Downtowns are distinct retail 

environments

 Downtown retail has almost disappeared 

in some large cities (Detroit): industrial city 

downtowns are vulnerable

 Downtown retail has done well in other 

places (New York, Seattle, Austin, Los 

Angeles): much new investment

Example: Downtown Minneapolis The Minneapolis 

Skyway System:

uses elevated 

walkways to 

integrate a large, 

diverse, complex 

downtown into a 

single, attractive 

entertainment  and 

retail destination for 

people city-wide 

(now linked to other 

city districts by light 

rail transit)
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Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 Now, thinking more locally: what does 

the intra-urban retail hierarchy look 

like in Denton County?

 Downtowns

 Specialty retail

 Planned shopping centers

Golden Triangle 

Mall

Denton Crossing

Outlet Mall

Rayzor Ranch 

Big Box: Under 

Development
Courthouse 

Square / 

Downtown

Misc. Small 

Retail 

Clusters

University Dr. Strip

Planned

Unplanned

Retail Developments

Intra-Urban Retail Hierarchies

 You could also think about your 

hometown, or another place you know 

well, in the same way

 What kinds of retail clusters?

 Where are they?

 How are they changing?


